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punk tapes we have the largest collection of old school - 7 seconds live one plus one cassette tape on giant records
formed in the early 80s the hardcore punk band 7 seconds has been among the longest lived of any group from the first
wave of cali punk forming in reno nv and eventually relocating to sacramento though frontman kevin seconds has proved to
be the only consistent member changes during the mid 80s moved guitarist bobby adams, bio the go go s - from their
halcyon days as america s sweethearts to their current status as superstars who pioneered a genre the go go s preside over
an amazing three decade reign as high pop priestesses, 25 or 6 to 4 by chicago songfacts - there are a lot of
unsubstantiated rumors regarding the meaning behind this song s lyrics a popular rumor is that 6 to 4 was a nickname for
lsd because if you dropped acid at 6 p m the effects of the drug would wear off by 4 a m 10 hours later, genesis
discography and reviews progarchives com - tested the new line up with hackett and collins that is full of virtuosos in the
previous nursery crime album of high technical level and of refined compositions but little inspired and not coherent genesis
take a step forward they look for the masterpiece the album solemn emphatic definitive the work of the consecration of
bishops of the new romantic and symphonic rock, dead can dance discography and reviews - dead can dance biography
founded in melbourne australia in 1981 disbanded in 1998 reformed briefly in 2005 and again since 2011 in 1980 guitarist
brendan perry left the australian punk group the marching girls and began experimenting with electronic music particularly
tape loops and rhythms, lineup louder than life - staind it seems like only yesterday but it s been more than a decade since
staind first exploded onto the hard rock vanguard in that time the massachussetts based quartet has staked a claim as one
of modern music s most powerful and provocative outfits combining aggressive hard rock energy with singer songwriter
aaron lewis s raw heartfelt lyricism and gift for undeniable melody
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